The ACM Special Interest Group on Simulation and Modeling (SIGSIM) seeks the advancement of the state-of-the-art in simulation and modeling. By nature extremely cross-disciplinary activities, simulation and modeling cut across a broad range of interests. SIGSIM joins each year with a variety of other organizations in co-sponsoring the Winter Simulation Conference, the premier conference in the field, and the Parallel and Distributed Simulation Conference (PADS). Members receive PADS conference proceedings, (May) in print and the WSC conference proceedings CD (Dec.). Members also receive ACM Digital Library access to all of the SIGSIM-sponsored content.

The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) is an educational and scientific computing society which works to advance computing as a science and a profession. Benefits include subscriptions to Communications of the ACM, MemberNet, TechNews and CareerNews, full and unlimited access to online courses and books, discounts on conferences and the option to subscribe to the ACM Digital Library.